TESTIMONIALS
My heartiest congratulations to the SPMS graduating class of 2015! This is a moment to celebrate the perseverance, courage, ambition, and intelligence that got you here. I am proud of the accomplishments of all of you. But I think you will agree with me that the greatest lesson of all during your university life at NTU is the learning of yourself; your strengths, your weaknesses, your dreams, your fears, your relationships, your independence. You will benefit from remembering this lesson.

Finally, I want to thank you for choosing SPMS. With that choice, you have also transformed us into something better. I wish you all the best in your endeavours, and good luck.
Dear Graduates,
Congratulations on your graduation! Congratulations on your academic achievement!

The twenty-first century has brought great opportunities for the mathematical sciences. Many areas of science, engineering, medicine, business, national defence and social sciences rely on ideas, techniques and skills from the mathematical sciences. They are also playing a more and more important role in our daily life, from Internet search, online banking, computer animation, weather forecasting, medical imaging to optimization in business and military, stock control, and analyses of financial risks. I hope your training in Mathematical Sciences or Mathematics & Economics has equipped you with a range of skills and led you to a wide range of careers.

I thank your parents, friends, faculty and staff who have helped you to make this achievement! I believe that this four year journey at NTU is a unique and important experience in your life, and that you would be proud of becoming a NTU/SPMS/MAS alumni!

Chiba Shunsuke, HoD for CBC

Congratulations, Class of 2015!
I hope your undergraduate years in CBC were a well-spent and meaningful period of your life and I’m sure you will leave CBC with many fond memories of your time in the lecture rooms and research laboratories. Graduation is one of the major milestones in your life and the best is yet to be! Please feel free to visit NTU campus anytime and see us occasionally!!

Phan Anh Tuan, HoD for PAP

Dear Class of 2015,
Congratulations on your graduation! You have accomplished an important achievement.
I wish you a successful career ahead and hope that the learning experience that you have gained from SPMS will be helpful in your life. No matter where you go or what you do, I wish you to be happy and carry on the love for Physics in your heart. Please keep in touch. You are always welcome back.
When I first stepped into the school, the people who helped me the most were seniors. Without your guidance, I would have been very lost in academic and non-academic matters in the school. I would like to express my gratitude to all seniors for your help to juniors like me. May we keep the friendship going!

“Graduation is not the end of a tough journey, it is the beginning of a beautiful one.”

CONGRATULATIONS!
4 years in SPMS has been an absolute bittersweet kind of experience. Learnt a lot of stuffs, not just about academic, but also about the soft skills and the social interaction with different type of people. Life would definitely be different after uni, so all I can say is that live your undergrad life to the most, do what you want to do before you regret it.

I’d like to express my biggest appreciation and gratitude to Asst Prof Cheong Siew Ann, who has been a very good supervisor for my URECA project since my second year until my final year project. Thank you for the opportunity to study lots of interesting stuffs on econophysics. I get to learn many new things and expand my technical ability to a whole new level. Wishing you all the best for your teaching and research in NTU.

Chong Hui Jie, Isaac

It is an incredible 4 years journey in SPMS, knowledge gained and friendship forged! Would like to take this opportunity to thank all Professors for imparting their knowledge to us and constantly challenging us to out-do ourselves. I would also like to extend my gratitude to my friends who have encouraged and helped me along the way, its was tough but you guys are always there to back each and everyone; Brothers for Life!

Foo Shijie Cheryl

Despite not able to join SPMS FOC before Year 1 started, it was a blessing to have befriended many awesome course mates through lectures and tutorials, and eventually becoming close friends. These 4 years in SPMS had not only given me the opportunities in attaining deeper knowledge in chemistry and acquiring useful laboratory skills, it had also given me the chance to guide freshmen through SPMS Buddies Program and through my duty as a Lab Teaching Assistant. The Professors and faculties in SPMS were friendly and approachable when students required help, which made the school environment less intimidating. My final year was completed with Final Year Project, although the journey was tiring, it was nevertheless fulfilling. Overall, I have never regretted my choice in enrolling to SPMS.

I’d like to thank Associate Professor Richard D. Webster. I really enjoyed the module (CM2011) that Professor Webster taught, and was especially touched for his heart-felt encouragement to do better for my finals when I did very badly for his midterms. I would like to express my gratitude towards Professor Webster for that and wish that he would continue to motivate fellow juniors too!
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